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TEENAGE GIRL COLLAPSES
This young girl was rushed to MEDISONSHIP 3 at Ringi Marine
Base
She was very weak, cold and clammy, and her pulse was very
fast with shallow breathing. She was muddy as they were
working on a plot at Takwa plantation with other students
for school fees but due to her watery stools she collapsed.
They rushed her towards Ringi Clinic and on their way they
spotted MEDISONSHIP 3, so instead of going to Ringi Clinic
they turned toward MEDI 3 for immediate medical aid.
We attended to her as soon as she arrived, checked her vital
observation than inserted the intravenous canullar to rehydrate her. She was vomiting and continue passing watery
stool, we covered her with thermal blanket as her temperature was subnormal. We gave her first treatments; she began to regain her strength.
The young teenage slowly recovered but due to her continuing watery stool and vomiting she needed to be admit
at ringi clinic for close monitoring.
Mickson made contact and arranged for one of the vehicles
at Ringi to assist in transporting her to the clinic. MEDI 3
then moved to the main wharf where we transferred her to
a vehicle along with her referral letter from MEDISONSHIP
3 mobile clinic.
God allowed SONSHIP to be at the Marine base there at that
time to help this young girl. Her parents thanked MEDISONSHIP mobile clinic very much for the great help offered to
them.
By Franklyn Julius

BIBLE STORIES REMEMBERED
Bible Stories Remembered from Branch Sabbath School
Rawaki community is a big community filled with Micronesian adults and a lot of children. VIA (Volunteers in Action)
Ghemu requested Bible story books to relate bible stories
to little children. On Sabbath he used to do branch Sabbath
school at Tahitu.
At one point a teacher told the students about David and
Goliath and the teacher said that David used 10 stones
to shoot Goliath. One of the pupils who used to attend
Ghemu’s branch Sabbath school stood up and corrected
the teacher. He told the teacher that David used 5 stones
but only one stone he used to shoot the giant Goliath.
THANKS SONSHIP MINISTRY FOR DONATING THE BIBLE
STORY SERIES.
By Lucy & Franklyn Julius - Nurses MEDISONSHIP 3

